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We Are ReKon.
We Share Stories.

A premiere production company that transforms narratives into captivating visual masterpieces, unconstrained by media, genre, or technology.
Get StartedSee Our Work







[image: Premier Production Company in Los Angeles - Film & Video Expertise]

Our Achievement In Numbers



14
Years in Business

77
Cities Filmed In

701
Productions

1705
Days in Production





The ReKon Difference

Welcome to ReKon, where we transform stories into cinematic realities. We offer a full production partner experience and customized a la carte services depending on your needs. As a production partner, we are there from development to distribution to support, guide, and execute all project needs. Our team of producers and storytellers believe in the power of stories to make a positive impact, and with our expertise and commitment to quality, you can focus on your passions and we’ll handle the rest to bring your cinematic dreams into reality.

[image: A compilation of the work ReKon Productions has done in the past few years, focusing on our experience in Branded Content, Narrative (feature and web), and Music Video.]









  
  
  
  
  



End-to-End Productions
From the birth of an idea to its cinematic realization, our producers take care of your story every step of the way.


  
    
    
    
    
    
    
  
  
    
      
    
  



Expertise & Experience
Leverage our extensive expertise and industry knowledge to transform your creative vision into a captivating on-screen narrative.


  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  



Quality & Consistency
We deliver unparalleled quality and consistency in every project because we believe every story deserves to be shared.


  
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
  
  
    
      
    
  



Collaborative Storytelling
Step into the future of storytelling with our techniques, weaving narratives that engage, inspire, and make an impact.


  
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
  
  
    
      
    
  



Client-Centric Approach
At ReKon, you’re at the heart of our process. Our client-centric approach ensures your unique vision is at the forefront of our collaborative journey.
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Services

Our storytellers offer specialized services to productions and content creators utilizing our knowledge, expertise, and resources to breathe life into their stories.



[image: Full Service]
Full Service
Offering a comprehensive suite of services, ReKon manages every stage of your project, from development and post-production to sales & distribution for seamless integration and top-tier quality.
learn more Details





[image: Production]
Production
Our team executes your vision to perfection, handling all aspects of physical production, including crew, payroll, producing, and accounting, ensuring each shot contributes to the narrative in a meaningful way.
learn more Details





[image: Development and Pre-Production]
Development and Pre-Production
This is where ideas take shape. We collaborate with you to develop your concept or script to maximize its potential. We carefully create the roadmap to a successful production through budgets, schedules, creative decks, and business plans.
learn more Details





[image: Post-Production]
Post-Production
After the cameras stop rolling, our post-production experts step in. They work their magic with editing, special effects, sound design, and color grading to polish your project to perfection.
learn more Details





[image: Sales & Distribution]
Sales & Distribution
Our experienced team will help you navigate the complex world of sales and distribution, connecting with sales and distribution companies, consulting on strategies, reviewing contracts, and assisting with deliverables.
learn more Details
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Equipment Rentals
As a working production company, we’ve got the tools of the trade you need. Whether you need cameras, lighting, or production equipment, our high-quality gear is available to support your production needs.
learn more Details









Featured Works

From gripping films to innovative series and compelling commercials, our impressive portfolio showcases our capabilities.
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The Agency
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Mass Effect 3
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In Our Hands
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Deafening
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Eat With Me
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A Leading Man
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Full Of Grace
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The Other Side
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Play Date








see our work




Recent News

From gripping films to innovative series and compelling commercials, our impressive portfolio showcases our capabilities.
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April 25, 2023

Lisha Yakub And ReKon Productions Attach To “The Jessica Cabin”

We are excited to announce that ReKon Productions has officially attached to “The Jessica Cabin” as a production partner! “The…



Jon Kondrath
Features

Sales / Distribution

Sales
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March 25, 2023

ReKon Productions Produces The Independent Feature Film “A Moment For Love”

Los Angeles, CA – ReKon Productions is thrilled to be attached to produce their latest independent feature film, “A Moment…



Jon Kondrath
Features
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November 16, 2022

ReKon Rentals Adds New Gear

Throughout the past few years, film gear companies have been busy updating their technology and coming out with new and…



Jon Kondrath
Equipment











see all news




Testimonials

See what our satisfied clients have to say.
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Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipiscing elit. Suspendisse varius enim in eros elementum tristique. Duis cursus, mi quis viverra ornare, eros dolor interdum nulla, ut commodo diam libero vitae erat. Aenean faucibus nibh et justo cursus id rutrum lorem imperdiet. Nunc ut sem vitae risus tristique posuere.
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ReKon Productions is an established production company providing production services, equipment rentals, development, and sales and distribution services to an array of media projects
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Privacy PolicyTerms of UseSite Map
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5601 W Slauson Ave., Suite 243 Culver City CA 90230



310 774 0555



info@rekonproductions.com
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